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death itself. Yet just at that moment a seal poked its head out of
the water of our lagoon. We three men watched it swim closer in
tame fashion until we could have touched it with a boat-hook. It
did not occur to us to shoot it. Why kill this harmless creature,
when that very day we would all be back on Spitzbergen? Yet how
often in the days that followed did we regret not having bagged that
seal! It was almost the only animal life we saw in the North.
Dietrichson clambered out with the sextant and artificial horizon,
and together we made the observations. Great was the pilot's dis-
gust when our final check revealed the position Lat. 87° 44' N.,
Long. 10° 20' W. We had started out from Spitzbergen to fly to the
Pole along the twelfth meridian east of Greenwich; we had come
down ten degrees west of Greenwich—more than twenty-two
degrees off our course. The layman must remember that the
meridians converge to a point at the Poles and are very dose
together at 87° N. At the equator 22 degrees of longitude mean a
distance of 1,500 miles. In the Arctic they represented only the
eight-hour drift of an aeroplane in a quartering head wind.
Veteran pilots though they were, neither Riiser-Larsen nor
Dietrichson had been aware of this westerly drift. In the frozen
North there is virtually nothing that enables the aerial observer to
determine drift and correct calculations of ground speed. Over the
fog, of course, we had flown blind, so far as the earth's surface was
concerned, and the ice-fields, seen from a flying altitude, offered
no landmarks on which to sight for drift A suggestion had been
made to us that we might blaze an Arctic air trail, so to speak, and
fix drift sights by dropping paper sacks of aniline dye powder.
Somehow during the winter Riiser-Larsen had found time to test
this scheme on the snows of Norway. He found that no practicable
quantity of dye powder made a mark that one could see from the
air.
As it was, we had flown the distance from Spitzbergen to the
North Pole, but we were still 136 nautical miles from it. Our visible
horizon at the altitude at which we had been flying just before the
landing was forty-six miles away. Thus we had looked at a point
within ninety miles of the Pole. No other men had ever been so
close, except Peary and Matt Henson. And we had established the
fact that over an area of some seventy thousand square miles of the

